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Lexical Meaning and Prominence*

Morio Kohno

(1)

  It is often said that in spoken English the amount of informatiQn is

refiected in the degree of prominence, which is deterrnined by any or all of

the followjng factors: change of auditory intensity or loudness, change

of duration or quantity, change of direction of melodic curve or pitch,

change of characteristics of consonants and vowels, and increased amplitude

of physiological movement.

  D. Bolinger (1972-B), for instance, explains fromthis viewpoint why the last

verbs of the following sentenoes have different prominences from each other.

11 a) The end of the chapter is reserved for various pr6blems to solve.

  b) The end of the chapter is reserved for various pr6blems to comp6t-

     erise.

In the first sentence (a), `to solve' would be easily guessed semantically from

the rest of the sentence even if there were no words,but `to computerise' in

the second sentence (b) would not: it actually gives new information. In this

case, it can be said that `solve' bears less information than `computerise'.

  We are able to cite many other examples. Here are a few ofthem.

21 a) I enj6yed myself.

  b) I hilrt myse'lf.

* This treatise was written after revising papers read both at the ThirdWorld Congress
of Phoneticians held in Tokyo, 1976, and at the symposium at the General Meeting of
the English Literary Society of Japan, Tokyo, 1975.
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31 a) My m6ther isaki'nd woman.

             '                        '  b) My m6ther is a klnd rec6ptionist.

The words, `myself in 2-a) sentence and `woman' are semantically or

informationally redundant, but `myself' in 2-b) and `receptionist' are not.(i)

  All these prove that a word empty in meaning or information is pro-

nounced weakly, and a rich word strongly.

  Let us adduce one more evidence :

41 a) He's bringing in thebiggage.

  b) ?He's bringing in the thing. .
                                                           '  c) He's bringing the thing in. (Bolinger, 1971)
This shows that nouns like `thing', which have too common a meaning, are

often treated as a kind of pronoun - a usually weakly pronounced function

word.

                             (2)

  In the above-mentioned examples, the amount of information or the force

                                                  '                                                         'of meaning was determined mainly on the syntactical level.

  But on the lexical level also, we can find some degrees of the amount of

information fixed in the proper meanings of some specific words..Such is the

case in so-called adverbial `degree words'.

(1) The usage of the parenthesized parts in the following will be interpreted in the same

  way: they bare little information and can be semantically and syntactically omitted.,
  Their pronounciation is weak.

  a! We have to dre s6metime. It d6esn't seem to matter so much wh6n

      (we have to die).

  b! The immediate pr6blem was to find a sYmpath6tic place to live (in).

  c! They wEnt bSck along the gr2vel p6th/ and p5ssed i'h (through) the door.

  dl He will rep6rt it at the meating (to be held) tom6rrow.

However, when a word has a strong stress, we can neither omit nor abbreviate it.
Quirk's following judgment could not be understood if attention were not paid to
       --pronounclatlon. ' •                                                 '                                t•* I'm happy ifyou're. (Pronounciation: I'm hbppy1if y6u ire.) (Quirk et al,
1972)
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  `Quite', for instance , has the following meanings:

  1) Entirely,Absolutely.

  2) to all intents and purposes, almost, practically.

  3) (colloq.) to a considerable extent or degree.

  4) (chiefly British) to a certain extent.

                      cf. TheAmerican CollegeDictionary (ACD)

                         The Universal English Dictionary (UED)

  Here we can say that meaning(1) is the most forcefu1, and sliows the

greatest amount of emotional information, and then (2) (3) in this order, and

(4) the weakest. And (4), at the same time, indicates the speaker's distorted

mental state, as in `He was quite polite, of course, but somehow I don't like

his manner.' The UED says that this is an expression ofreluctant consent to,

acquiescence with, something which is more or less taken for granted.

  Other adverbs, such as `just', have a more complicated system of rneaning.

  1) Exactly,Precisely.O`ust the words we often have to look up in a

                                      '      dictjonary)

  2) (British) on the point ofbeing- often used with on. (It wasnowiust

      on eight o'clock.)

  3) by a very small margin: Barely. (I could fust see the very high

      weathercock of the church.)

  4) Quite, Very, Absolutely, Really - used as an intensive. (That's iust

      ducky.)
                                        '  5) a) precisely at the tjme referred to or irnplied. (Itwasiust ten when

                                                     '    ' he came in.)
      b) but a very short time ago, very recently. (The book hasiust been

        published.)

  6) in immediate proximity: Immediately, Directly. ijust across from the

                  '    '      campus) ' •'
  7) Only,Merely,Simply. (I'miustyour interpreter.)

  8) chiefly dial.: Indeed, Truly. (Couldn't he play the violin,1'ust.)

                       cf. Webster's 3rdAJew lnternationalDictionary

We can here indeed find the `strong-weak' order of force of emotion; but as
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                             'this word also functions as other than intensifier or downtoner, that is, as

a time adjunct and as a focusing adjunct(2), we should, at the same time,

                                                '                                        'study it from a different point of view.

                   '  What relations are there between these lexical meanings and pronuncia-

tion? If we could find some defmite relationship between them, it would be

very helpful for us to interpret English phonic texts,because there is not any

decisive syntactic hold for doing it. It would also be usefu1 for improving

lexicography and for teaching speech to students who are leaming English as

a second language .

                            (3)

             '  First of all, I examined the phonetic transcripts written by English and

American phoneticians, which contain the adverbial degree words such as

`just', `quite', `indeed' and `well'. As for `just',I examined 142 sentences; for

`quite' and `welV, 66 each; and 36 for `indeed'. The phonetic transcripts I

used are listed at the end of this paper.

  Let us explain the reseatch procedure, taking `just' as an example.

                                       '
(Meaning division 1)

  There were twenty-eight examples in which `just' was semantically classi-

fied as to meaning (1) from the context. And it was found that in all ofthem

the strongest stress (prominence) mark was placed on `just', and that in some

of them the beginning points of primary intonation contour or the nuclei of

intonation were placed on `just'. The following is an example.

                                     '  Holmes (turning to her and speaking emphatically): !tl!lgofsg!xel ! 1 That's

      • . . 2- e3-1 1-jtist whatIdi'dl-swi'ndled you 6ut of it! ' (Pike)
e3- -1- e2-1 "2- 1 03- -1 ' •                                        '
(The number indicates pitch levels - 1 the lowest, 4 the highest.) As the

manner of description and its meaning are different according to different

(2)R. Quirk et aL A Grammar of Contemporary English, Longman,pp. 431 - 444 &
  p. 483.
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phoneticians,(3) it may be dangerous to draw a conclusion only from these

                  'materials, but we can see the general trend of the fact. In the present case we

may be able to say that the word `just' is apt to be uttered with great

prommence.
  In some cases, we were indeed puzzled whether we should classify the
                         'concerned word according to this meaning division or another.

                      '  Min Americans are off6nded by the n6rmal inton6tions of British
,English,just as Britishers are 6ften hiirt by American intonations.

                                                    (Abercrombie)
    '  In the above-mentioned passage, the word `just' might be grouped accord-
                                                             '                                               '                                              'ing to meaning division (1), or according to (7), ifwe considerthat the word

                        'often works as a downtoner or meaningless empty word as pointed out in

A.S. Hornby's Advanced Learner 's Dictionary of CurrentEnglish.

                                                               '  In order to solve this problem, the author asked two or three native
          'speakers (in this case, Britishers) to read this passage and then inquired the

rneaning of `just'. Interestingly enough, those who interpreted it as `exactly'

                                                          'pronounced it strongly, but those who thought it a downtoner, weakly. All
            'these facts considered, it was concluded that Abercrombie's example should

be classified as a downtoner or a rneaningless word.

(Meaning division 2)

  No examples were found. See the next chapter.

(Meaning division 3)

  There were oniy two examples, and

prominent as follows:

  "I'm sure he won't apply for the job."

both of them were judged to be

"It's not very probable. But it's

(3)Some of the tTanscripts used only two kinds of stress marks, some three, and others
  four. Some used the term `stress' to mean `prominence', and others didnot. Some
  described no intonation mark and others did. Also, the method ofpitch description
  was different in American and British data. As for discussion of this in detai1, see my

  paper, "Intonation Hyoki Saiko (Reconsideration of Intonation Description)" 7he
  Journal ofKobe City University ofForeignStudies (to be published).
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Njust"possible7' (O'Connor)

(In O'Connor's prosodic notation, all the marks such as N,N',",',N

show great prominence.)

,

1

(Meaning division 4)

  All the examples (12 in all) had great prominence :

  "He said he'd handed them to you." "That ,,jysttL!snltt.!!t!gug." (O'Connor)

(Meaning division 5a)

  The number of examples which were thought to belong to this division

were fifteen, and all of them were presumed to have great prominence,judg-

ing from the transcript-ion. Here is one example.

  "Why thit is the v6ry que'stionI was j6st gbing to bsk y6u;' bnswered

Mr. A. (Jones - O

(Meaning division 5b)

  This usage commonly appears with the perfect tense. Out ofthe total 36

examples, 32 were prominent as in the following:

  She had jUst fi'nished scr6bbing the f16or and p6lishing the br5ss, and was

n6w engiged in liying h'ttle pEths of piper in cise any chance cUstomer

should come in 6vernfght and s6il the b6ards before S"nday.

                                                  (Armstrong)
 But the other four had no stress marks nor pitch accent as in this sentence :

   It doesn't seem to have much reference to love, as far as I can see, and the

 only other rhyme I can think of is above. I2-have just PUt it in M\ .S3e'.CO-nlS

    '                                                            ' line which e'ndswiththe hriselli'ke the stirs ab6ve. (Pike)

-1-2 1- 02- -1- e2-2 e3- -2- e3-.Q2-e3-1

 (Meaning division 6)

   A total of two examples, and they had the secondary stress marks. As for

 the intonation,nuclei were not necessarily put on them.
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  An owl hooted outside; and as if it was a signal, the dark figure at the

window flitted swiftly but silently across the room and past the bed that
stood at one end of it. (!!!tlE!-!}gxgllE!-!lrleE.e-Ps2gst beyond was a d6or>4 It was ajar. (Hill)

(Meaning diviSion 7)

  The phenomenon is rather complicated here. Out of 42 examples, 36 had

no mark to show any prominence:

il(opttthfn,it2:!l!-!!}gA!-itggL!!!ggLpts!T;stthfthttd•(f)(Hili)

       SN                  ,  2/ We just got a sm attering of it. (Bowma n)

      2- 03- -1
  Or they had weak stress marks, oniy :

  "Ybah jt's jUst tw6 mlles from our c6ttage." "Mhm, right at the end of

    2- 04- -1
  forty-five2' (Bowman)

As stated previously, this kind of `just' is often used in imperatives to soften

what follows, or before other adverbs as a meaningless word. (cf. ALDCE)

This usage is also pronounced inconspicuously .

                                            '  "What shall I do with herletters?" "Just hand then to her."

              • Nt     tt                                                  (O'Connor)
  But `justs' with imperatives are sometimes used in order to call the hearers'

attention, and in this case are prominently pronounced.

  `1!t31sLg6Inel!sl!griast me he mt lee ;'saidthemhn,"andlbtme

whi'sper in your e'ar. - I can't go titl all the witnesses against me have left

the court.... Because ... I'Ve got them (=the trousers) on." (Jones - 2)

(A prisoner's utterance to his lawyer in the court. He was given a verdict of

`not guilty ', although he had actually stolen a pair oftrousers.)

This usage is a kind of understatement: statement which feigns a casual

(4)In L.A. HM's book referred to, all the intonation curyes are illustrated under the

  sentenees.
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manner in appearance,but expects more strong effectiveness at heart than

ordin ary expression .

   In the following passage, the first `just' simply means `only', and the

second one is that usage.

        '   "pmt Il etth feelof1pmtthsustslfghttystibstandard

    2- e4- e3- 2 2- e3-
 ,English]' (After examining the book, it becomes clear that the English is

e2- -1

really substandard.)

  "Jbst sli'ghtly sfibstandard." (Bowman)

    e3- e2- "1- -1
  We should here notice that the intonation of the last sentence is so-called

`cascade' type5) or stepping head + low fail type,6) which is often used to

suggest impatience and disapproval asweil as a categoric and weighty attitude.

  Generally speaking, intonation often works as a cue to know the speaker's

distorted mental state. See the following utterance of the chief editor

(Burns) to his subordinate reporter (Hildy), who suddenly tendered his

resignation in spite of the possibility ofgetting a great scoop. Here we can

find many instances of the above-mentioned `cascade' type of intonation,

which show the attitude of impatience and disapproval more strongly by

widening the range of pitch and by putting insistent regularity of rhythm7)

in the sentences even when they themselves have rather favorable meanings.

(Prosodic Analysis was done by the author. As for the intonation notation,

the one now being most widely employed in Japan has been selected for the

(5)This is advocated by H.E. Palmer: A Grammar ofSpoken English, W. Heffer & Sons,
  1939, p. 16.
(6)This is advocated by J.D. O'Connor and G.F. Arnold, and sometimes repalced by
  high Pre-head + low fall or slurred pre-contour + low fall. cf. Intonation of
  Colloquial English, Longmans, 1964, p.37 and K.L. Pike: The Intonation of
  Ameriean English, University ofMichigan Press, p.68 & p.70
(7)Quirk et al <1972) say that an insistent regulaTity rnay be introduced for emphasis,

  especially when one is implying repetition of something which ought to be accepted
  without argument, and especially again, perhaps, when the speaker is expressing
  irritation or sarcasm. p.1043
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convenience of Japanese readers. This method of notation, in spite ofits

faults, wil1 be sufficient to indicate the general trend.

                                                 '  Burns: 1'ilstl-Ipg,IKid? I' would've

         thrown you a little 1 faArew}11 p'arty.

         n un
  Hildy: Oh, no, no, no. I know your farewell parties. When Ben Hecht

         was leaving for Hoilywood, you slipped a mickey in his gin fizz, it

         took four ofus to get him on the California Lirnited.

  Burns: Weil look at him now. Sitting under those goddamn plam trees,

                                  '                                             '         writing dialogue for Rin Tin Tin. Wh"at's the mat ter with you

                                                         '                      '

     gfiys? 1 You're tr'itors, 1 all of you. 1 If it r 't ;11ywood,

     N
     it's Br6ad way ... f Write the great Ame'rican

     n6 el.

                      '     tt' 1 Sc6tt 1 Fitz 1 g6r[fl!fl. /C ist! 1 And n6w, you Sre

                                                '                         '                                                      '
     gonna 1 sell 6ut. ! The lit1 r'i n6wspaperman I g6t on
              z
     this ! sheat.                            (The Front Page (film))

           -v •                                     '
  Intonation also shows the difference of presupposition:

  al Harry cri'ti cised Mar for writ in the edi t6 rial.

  bl Harr ac cti d Mar y of wirt ing the edi t6 rial.

Jees, Hild9, whYdidn't you

or Pir -IS.

ln the sentence (a), Harry presupposed Mary was responsible for writing the
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 editorial and he asserted that writing the editorial was bad; whereas in

 sentence (b), Harry presupposed that writing the editorial was bad and he

.asserted Mary was responsible for writing. (D.T. Langendoen, 1971)

   This prominence pattern is not altered even when in negative form.

   al Rockey dfdn't crfticize Max for spending the loUtt.

   b/ Rockey didn't ac cuse Max ofsending the lottt

   The following is an example ofthe presupposition-assertion distinction for

 nouns.

                         '   a/ My c6u in isn't a b6<tx-el}x-g}glg:ny more. (Mycousinhasgrownup.)

                          '                                  '   bl My c6u sin i's n't a b6v-{g}utili6te. (Mycousin has changed sex.)

(Meaning division 8)

   A!i the examples (5 in total) were those of understatemtent and had the

cascade type of,intonation.

   "Imaderatheramessofit?"I/-shQuld-!jlgsL!-l;hinlh ld tthk ,did•

                                                   (O'Connor)
 The negative form of general questions was used as an exclamatory device in

 this sort of intonation.

  "He'stwohourslateagain.""'I/snllLhQ:-jlus!-thc-LsQ!LQE-!pg!sQn-tgthe'tth sortf t

tt.mid?" (O'Connor)

                            (4)

  After the author had gathered 177 sentences including `justs' from

actually spoken Engiish recorded on various levels of speech circumstances,

he asked 20 - 40 Japanese and 1 - 3 English and Artierican subjects the

degree of prominence of `justs' using a language laboratory. And besides, in
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order to ensure the data, he measured the intensity, duration, and pitch of

each word in the sentences by using a `Pitch Indicator'(8) and an `Electro-

Magnetic Oscilograph'.(9) (As the relationship between acoustic facts and

auditory images is rather complex, and as some areas have not been made

clear yet, these data may have only secondary importance, compared with the

auditory analysis. As for the detailed inquiry into these points, see M.

Kohno's TheStudy ofSpoken English, Taishukan, (to be published).)

(Meaning division 1)

  In all the examples (22 in all) `justs' had great prominence:

eq I "l/t•: $"•r• if"'lig si'E measure of
duration

pitch

v"-"-"th-W-

----

mu--

illl IBI#lll Hlillt

}

lntenslty

zero

crossmg
wave

(8)

(9)

Type PI-3A Nippon Denshi Sokki
Type 2901 Yokogawa Denki
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  sally, 1 thi's m6del seebms to be jtist whht you are lo6kin f6r. 1 (Cortina)

  In this sentence, all the subjects (the number of them was 28) perceived

`just' as the most prominent of all the words in the rhythm unit (or tone

unit), which is indicated by slanted bars. The degree ofprominence ofevery

word in the unit was also decided on by the author through his auditory

analysis - listening to the tapes repeatedly and taking the instrumental data

into consideration. (It has been known that, if other conditions are the

same, the pitch contrast is a better cue to prominence than either duration

or mtensity, and duration is better than intensity.)iO) In addition,in order

to make the analysis more firm, he hirnself reporduced the sentence which

has been analysed and saw whether his attempts satisfied his native helpers

or not. (Prominence notation is as follows: ['] = primary,["] = secondary,

[s] = tertiarY)

(Meaning division 2)

  The twelve examples spoken by British informants were all prominent.

  It is jtist 6n twblve o'c16ck.1 (subjects'judgmentonprominence:

  primary = 24; secondary = 2)

(Meaning division 3)

  Generally speaking, the `justs' of this division were spoken prominently:

but if the word `only' was put before `just', it was often spoken weakly,

perhaps because the force of meaning was dispersed. Eighteen out of 27

examples exemplified this assumption.

  I was 6nly jtist in t'ime for sch6oi. 1 (subjects'judgment on

prominance: primary = 3; secondary = 23; tertiary = 7)

(Meaning division 4)

(10) cf. D.L. Bolinger: "Theory of Pitch Accent in English" Word 2-3, 1958; M.J•
   Lightfoot: "Accent and Time in Descriptive Prosody" Mlord 26-1, 1970
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  The eight examples had the greatest prominence.

(Meaning division 5a)

  Contrary to the data in the previous chapter, only three out of

examples had great prominence, the others were inconspicuous:

  I d6n't kn6w whether we can ge't to New 6rleans at jlist thht time.

                                                    (Cortina)

(subjects' judgment on prominence: primary = 2; secondary = 3; tertiary =

weakest = 15)

(Meaning division 5b)

  The result was quite the sarne as 5a: ten out of 28 exampels were

prominent, and 17 were inconspicuous. The otherone wasjudged as inter-

mediate. All these findings mean that this division does not always require

specific prominence.

(Meaning division 6)

  In this division, the nine examples were all pronounced neither strongly

nor weakly - they were always in the middle .

                                  '
(Meaning division 7)

' Thirty-eight out of 45 were inconspicuous. Sometimes they were

pronounced very rapidly inaweak form. '

  6h,Iwasjust 16ok ing at ambgazTnecalled Arizona ' hw s! ...

                                                (Conversation)
  [6w ajwez d3est 1fikiDe:e mfegezijn k5'ld femlzowne h5jwejz](secondary

=4; tertiary = 21;weakest = 15)

  The others were strong both in meaning and in pronounciation. The

following, for instance, has a stronger meaning than ordinary imperatives

--  it is a kind of cross examination; and at the sarne fiMe it is spoken with

11

/

6;
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the `cascade' type ofintonation and with insistent regularity of rhythm, both

of which give a serious, weighty, pressing character to the statement,

indicative of irritation on the part ofthe speaker.

  What are you going to do when it begins to snow? J'st think,!in thr6e

llm6nths,lwin ter will belngtre (Cortina) (primary=28)

(Meaning division 8)

  All of the 15 sentences were spoken with the `cascade' type of intonation,

although the `justs' themselves did not always have great prominence, in spite

of their often proionged duration.

                            (5)

  As a result of the foregoing research, it may be concluded that in the

meaining divisions (1), (2), (4), 'just' is always pronounced prominently, and

so is (3), althougli it is often spoken with suppressed prominence when it is

with `only'. As for (5a) and (5b), it does not always require specific

prominence, except in the case when the idea of time is especially emphasized.

The pronounciation is often affected by rhythm. (6) is generally spoken

in the middle degree of prominence. In (7), it is spoken inconspicuously

when it literally means `only'; but if it works as understatement, it is uttered

prominently or takes the intonation of the stepping head + low fall (or high

pre-head + low fall or slurred pre-countour + low fall(ii)). (8) is exclusively

spoken with the above-mentioned `cascade' type of intonation, even when the

prominence of `just' is not so great.

  Applying the same procedure of research, the author has proved the

relationship between the meaning and the pronounciation of the words
`quite', `indeed' and `well'.(i2)

(11) Pike's usage

(1 2) As for `quite', the author examined 169 actually spoken utterances and for `indeed'

   74, and 40 for `well'.
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(Quite)(i3)

  Prominence shifts from great to small, according to the meaning divisions

(1) through (3), which are described in chapter 2. The only exception is

meaning (4): in this division, prominence is not an absolute index of the

meaning; rather, we must also consider the type of intonation. The rise-fall-

rise type is often used, which implies concession and suggests such meanings

or sous-entendus as `but', `although', `even if'.(i4) Here is an example:

Bfl1 is qhite a g6od driver of c' se,1 but he couldn'tavoid the

accident.

(The number of subjects who judged `just' had primary prominence was 11

including a Britisher's judgment: secondary = 4, tertiary = 1.) It wouid be

worth noting that H.W. Fowler and E. Gowers also made a similar observation

about `quite' in saying, "It is interseting that we now use quite colloqually,

and generally with a speical intonation, te mean notquite." (Modern English

Usage, Revised Edition, Clarendon Press, 1965, p. 497)

(Indeed)(i5)

  The author got a similar result regarding `indeed' as in the following list:

                                         pronounclatlon
11 (a)
   (b)
   (c)
2/

3f

   meanmg
Truly, Certainly, Assuredly

by all means, by any means
really (used interrogatively)

so far as that goes

Admittedly; so far as the truth of

the matter is concerned(usedto

indicate that something stated or

about to be stated is true and is

at the same time opposed to some-

big prominence
big prominence
big prominence
little prominence

little prominence or
`rise-fall-rise' type of

mtonatlon

(13) cf. M. Kohno: "Multi-meaning Words and Stress" Essays in Languages &
   Literature, KwanseiGakuin University, 1969 ' '
(14) H.E. Palmer: A Grammar of Spoken English, p.23. Palmer called this a`snake'

   type of intonation.
(15) cf. M. Kohno: "The Meaning of `Indeed' and its Stress" Ronko, No. 17, Kwansei
   Gakuin University , 1970
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         thing stated or implied or about to

         be stated).
(Well)(i6)

  As for `well' the result is as follows:
            ,

              meanlng
11 (in a pleasing (or ski1fu1, or becoming) manner)

  to the full extent
21 (in a pleasing (or skilful, or becoming) manner)

  to a considerable extent
31 in a becoming manner to a common extent

pronunclatlon

big prominence

middle prominence

little prominence

   Similar relations can also be seen in some adverbial phrases. Let us take

the case of `for oneself' as an example.(i7)

   The meaning ofthe phrase is as follows:

(1)(in order to benefit oneself, do something) by one's own efforts; without

   any help from others:

  (Example) Find out the meaning of the word for yourself in the dictionary.

           I saw it for myself(i8)

(2) (do something) for one's own sake or benefit:

   (Example) I bought a new hat for myself (i9)

(3) [usually in the form of `for itselP](do something) for its very essence;for

   the very merit it has:

   (Example) I love honestyfor itself

After examining 53 utterances which include `for oneselr, it has been made

clear that in meaning division (1), the phrase is always pronounced

(16) cf. M, Kohno: "The Meaning of `Well' and its Stress" Corpus, No. 3, Rokko
   English Linguistics Circle, 1970
(17) cÅí M. Kohno: "The Meaning of `For Oneself' and Stress" Corpus, No. 4, Rokko
   English LinguisticsCircle, 1971
(18) This is indeed an emphatic use of the compound pTonoun in such a sentence as
   `I saw it mys61f'.

(19) This sentence can be transformed without changing the meaning in this way: I
   bought a new hat for myself.• = I bought myself a new hat. = (colloquial) I
   bought me a new hat. (cf. Curme (1935) p.157) This fact suggests the reason why
   this usage has only small prominence.
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prominently, and also in division (3).(20) But in division

inconspicuous, except when it is used to express contrast.

  A full-grown Arabian camel can carry its master and

water for him across completely barren regions for rnany

(2),
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it is generally

enough food and

days on end,/ and

ne"eds1i'ttle or n6thin for itself. (secondary = 18; tertiary - 4)

(Used for contrast)(2i) You se"e, he has w6rked for hims6if hll his ITfe

1 never for anybody else,... (primary = 14; secondary = 5 ; tertiary = 4)

                    List of the Phonetic Transcripts

Abercrombie, D.: English Phonetic Texts, Faber & Faber, 1964

Allen,W.S.: LivingEnglish Speech, Longrnans, 1960

Armstrong, L.E.: AnEnglish PhonetieReader, Unyiersity ofLondon, 1923

Armstrong, L.E. & I.C. Word: A Handbook ofEnglish Intonation, Heffer, 1963

Bowman, E.: The Minor and Fragmentary Sentences of a Corpus of Spoken English,

  Indiana University, 1966

Crystal, D. & D. Davy: Advanced ConversationalEnglish, Longman, 1975

English Language Education Council: English Conversation, ELEC, 1965

Engljsh Language Service: Drills and Exercises in English Pronunciation, Stress and

  Intonation, Part 1 & 2. Collier-Macmillan International, 1967

Hill, L.A.: Stress and Intonation, Step by Step, "!orkbook & Companion, Oxford

  University Press, 1965

Jones, D.: The P>ronunciation ofEnglish, 4th ed., Cambridge, 1966

Jones, D.: Phonetic Readings in English, jmproved edjtion, Car1Winter, 1967

Kindgom,R.: English IntonationPraetice, Longmans, 1958

Noel-Armfield, G.: EnglisPt Humor in Phonetic Transeript, Heffer, 1923

O'Connor, J.D. & G. F. Arnold: Intonation Qf ColloquialEnglish, Longmans, 1961

(20)

(21)

We can presume this result from the following usage: That poor boy was mys61f.
(Zandvoort (1965) p.145); You are not yours61f (= you yours61f) today. (Curme
(1935) p.49).

Sometimes the stress pattem of the compound personal proneun ( - -L ) is
reversed in this usage.
`' I want to have an opportunity to explain myself," she said. "Then;' said the
opponenL "Let me have a chance to explain mYself, too."
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Pike, K.L.: The Intonation ofAmerican Engtish, Michigan Uniyersity Press, 1945

Sheeler, W.S.: Stress and Intonation. Macmirlan, 1968

Tibbitts, E.L,: English Stress Patterns, Heffer, 1967

                     List of Audio-Lingual Materials

Conversations between American people and the authoT, Tecorded in the U.S.A., 1972

Cortina Method, American English, 3rd edition, 1969

English Hour (conversation of disk jockeys, American English) NHK, May, 1974

Hil1, L.A.: Elementary Stories for Reproduction, London, 1969

Hill, L.A.: Intermidiate Stories forReproduction, London, 1970

Hilr, L.A.: Adyanced Stories for Reproduction, London, 1968

Hughes, L.: The Glory of?Vegro History, Folkways, 1955

Intensive Course in English, Elementary Course, English Language Service, 1970

Intensive Course in English, Intermediate Course, English Language Service, 1970

Intensive Course in English, Special Studies, English Language Service, 1970

"Language and Linguistics" The Voice ofAmerica Forum Lectures, 1968

Linguaphone, AmerieanEngtish Course, first edition

Linguaphone, Ameriean English Course, revised edition, 1971

Linguaphone, British English Course, first edition

Linguaphone, British English Course, revisededition, 1971

 "The Effects of Television on Children" The Vo ice ofAmerica Forum Lectures, 1968

 "What is the American University" The Voice ofAmerica Forum Lectures, 1968
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